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         Audited:

           ICHI.farm was  by Bramah Systems



         Ownership of  Smart contract:

           ICHI Token Smart contract has no owner

           No timelock

           No governance



         Ownership of   Smart contract:

           The owner of  Ichi.Farm Smart contract is EOA ( )

           The owner can call the following functions:

               renounceOwnership()

               transferOwnership()

               setMaxWinnersPerBlock - it can be used for gas price optimisation

               setMaxTransactionLoop - it can be used for gas price optimisation

               setIchiEthOracle

               setWethAddress

               setNonReentrant - it can be used to disable/enable anti-reentrant check (for security purpose)

               add/set (pools)

               setFactorContract - it can be used to set the contract which for processing the calculations

               (currently, it is  contract)



         Total supply:

           Total supply is a constant that matches 5,000,000 ICHI 

           100% of tokens were pre-mined into ichiFarm contract



         Minting function:

           No way to call the minting function and generate new ICHI Tokens

           No opportunity to add new minters

           Infinity minting is impossible
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Date of audit: 24.11.2020

https://github.com/ichifarm/audit/blob/main/Ichi_Farm_Audit_Bramah.pdf
https://etherscan.io/address/0x903bEF1736CDdf2A537176cf3C64579C3867A881#code
https://etherscan.io/address/0xcc50953a743b9ce382f423e37b07efa6f9d9b000#code
https://etherscan.io/address/0x11111d16485aa71d2f2bffbd294dcacbae79c1d4
https://etherscan.io/address/0x7aa8272ffe20fe3984d8a233a5ba2e8c63cfbe60#code


         Migration function:

           The migration cannot be applied. No such functionality



         KPI: Rebase No



         Team reward %:

           Nothing was found in the smart contracts



         Reward distribution logic:

           Reward distribution logic depends on the volume of shares in each particular block

           Token lock period doesn’t exist

           No upper token limit to claim per time period

           The risk of a quick token dump initiated by the team is 0/10



         Funds lock period:

           None



         Possibility to pause the Smart Contract:

           Nope



         List of suspicious functions:

           Nothing



         WebUI:

           No suspicious calls / events / actions




         Scam probability      Low
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https://snapshot.page/#/ichi.eth

Conclusion - ICHI farm is a project where I explored no suspicious functions or smart contracts 
vulnerabilities. In general, the implementation looks safe and transparent. Anyway, let me bring 
more light on the project and its key points.



The team guaranteed a fair project launch. There was neither an initial development fund nor 
investor allocation. 100% of ICHI tokens were pre-mined into ichiFarm contract the main purpose of 
which is to distribute the assets among pools. 



The ICHI Token total supply is a constant that matches 5M. It isn’t possible to inflate the supply or 
add minters.  



As it turned out, the project has the potential to become community-driven. The team developed 
the functionality for this purpose but hasn’t implemented it yet. 



Currently, voting is processed through the snapshot at  .

Once the governance is fully implemented, the project will turn to be governed by community 
voting and become more decentralized.



For the record, I would like to mention that the migration cannot be applied as long as there is no 
appropriate functionality to process that. 

Yet, there is one thing worth pointing out - I didn’t find out any team reward in the smart contract.

Also, I defined the no risk of a quick token dump initiated by the team, as far they seem to have no 
opportunity to manipulate the token supply.



To recap, according to the fact that no risks or potential issues were revealed, I set the Scam 
Probability to Low.

I do not claim my reviews to be fault-free; there is always a possibility of scam and back-doors 
that I may have missed. All my project break-downs are of informational manner, and are not 
investment advice in any instance. Always do your own research before investing.

https://snapshot.page/#/ichi.eth

